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New Expressions 3 
Evaluation Report: Executive Summary 
 
Introduction 
New Expressions 3 was the third and most recent iteration of New 
Expressions, which has been running since 2008. Over eight years it has 
evolved from a regional initiative to a programme with national reach and a 
growing community of professional interest. Throughout this time, evaluation 
has been embedded in New Expressions activity, offering a rare, longitudinal 
study of impact on museums, artists and audiences regionally in the South 
West and, since 2013, nationally. 
 
The findings of the current evaluation of New Expressions 3 confirm previous 
findings: they demonstrate the continuing value of a structured and 
supported way of working which provides creative risk-taking opportunities 
for artists, museum professionals and independent curators, enabling them to 
develop and share their talents, skills and expertise, while enabling 
communities and visitors to make rewarding connections with place. 
 
Research methodology 
A logic model, developed by the Programme Evaluator at the outset of New 
Expressions 3, framed investigations into the programme’s artistic and 
strategic activity. Implementation mechanisms included baseline and exit 
surveys with museum leads and artists, alongside quarterly tracking and 
aggregation of numerical outputs by the Programme Director.  
 
In addition, the evaluator made six in-depth case studies of the collaborations 
between museums and artists. Case studies balanced a range of variables, 
from type of commission and type of collection, to size, governance and 
geographical location of museum. They provided a mix of partners, both new 
and experienced at collaboration. The research for the case studies included 
in-depth interviews and audience and participant surveys.  
 
Extensive analysis of survey results, outputs and qualitative evidence 
informed a substantial final report. 
 
Evaluation conclusions 
The vast majority of the New Expressions 3 commissions were highly 
successful in opening up collections and spaces in adventurous new ways, 
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particularly from the perspective of museums and artists. Audiences were not 
far behind the museums, with most visitors making links between the 
contemporary art works and collections and historic environments. Visitors 
found these creative connections surprising, unusual and stimulating. 
 
In delivering the commissions, many artists and museums became adept at 
working through professional differences of approach to develop projects that 
were genuine collaborations, making new and distinctive works that neither 
artist nor museum could have conceived alone.  
 
A small number of the New Opportunities Award (NOA) projects, and perhaps 
a minority of the major projects, were less collaborative than New 
Expressions would have liked. For some of these, the demands of running 
major parallel projects, such as whole-property reinterpretations or Heritage 
Lottery Fund capital developments, meant that the contemporary art 
collaborations lacked the organization-wide commitment that is essential for 
successful collaboration. Projects such as these worked most successfully in 
cases where the creative collaboration was understood as an integral part of 
wider organizational developments, rather than as a competitor for already 
over-stretched attention and resources. 
 
In the case of the artist-led NOA projects in particular, the infrastructural 
support needed to support and advise partners during their collaborations 
was patchy, often due to the wider issue of under-resourcing affecting New 
Expressions 3 as a whole.  
 
It is informative here to note the particular circumstances in which New 
Expressions 3 was delivered. New Expressions 3 was an advancing pathfinder, 
delivered on shrinking resources, and in the context of increasing pressure on 
Arts Council-funded portfolio organisations and grant-funded projects. The 
central team and Board absorbed significant additional workloads in a way 
that is unlikely to be sustainable in the long term, although the findings of 
this evaluation clearly indicate the value of this work to museums, artists and 
audiences.  
 
Some areas of the programme, such as the New Opportunities Award (NOA), 
as well as travel and time for professional development, were clearly under-
resourced. Across the programme, at both Board and delivery partner level, 
funds for developing artists’ and museums’ talents through participating in the 
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central programme, or accessing mentoring support, had to be balanced 
against the funds needed for artistic practice.  
 
The central team and Board invested substantial time and resources in 
researching and scoping a bid to Arts Council’s Museum Resilience Fund, to 
create a Subject Specialist Network for Artists, Museums and Audiences and 
consolidate the evaluation and professional resources as a legacy of the 
programme. The Subject Specialist Network was not taken forward, but was a 
worthwhile opportunity to consult with the sector and contributed valuable 
findings. Delivering the research and additional activity in tandem with the 
New Expressions 3 live season exacerbated the time pressures on the 
programme’s critical path and some of the under-resourcing issues.  
 
Despite these reservations, New Expressions 3 delivered some of the most 
innovative and adventurous artist commissions of the New Expressions 
programme to date. Artists’ work moved beyond gallery spaces into the 
historic man-made and natural environment, with at least half of the 
collaborations being fully or partially about place. These projects had 
demonstrable benefits in terms of the wider emerging agenda of place 
making and should serve as inspirational examples of best practice. 
Meanwhile, the natural world, especially the weather, was also the catalyst 
for a number of the commissions.  
 
Many of the works used film, digital, still and moving image in innovative and 
imaginative ways. Sound-based compositions, which had emerged as a 
possibility during New Expressions 2, came to the fore during New 
Expressions 3, with new compositions becoming prominent. One-off events, 
performances and time-based happenings pushed the boundaries of the types 
of creative work that could be achieved. These possibilities were opened up 
to a wider professional network through case study provision and in particular 
through the central field visits programme, hosted by partner museums in all 
three regions, in which several hundred members of New Expressions’ 
professional network (artists, curators and independent producers) took part. 
 
The crucial importance of funded opportunities to move creative practice 
forward was demonstrated across different elements of the programme. All 
18 partner artists realized new work during New Expressions 3. The vast 
majority deepened existing critical explorations and pursued new 
understanding. All explored new media and processes. Many of the lead 
artists brought in further creative industry collaborators, helping the artists to 
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realize their designs or solve creative and technical issues. Most artists made 
new and exciting steps forward in their critical and creative practice.  
 
For several artists, the New Expressions 3 and NOA commissions were pivotal 
in enabling them to pursue their professional practice in the UK, underlining 
the importance of funded opportunities for practice to ensuring a sustainable 
UK cultural ecology. 
 
There is strong evidence that many of the artists and museums developed 
new understanding of one another’s practice. A number of the projects 
experienced tensions around issues such as interpretation and communication 
and, whilst some remained unresolved, most partners successfully negotiated 
mutually rewarding ways forward.  
 
The different ways of thinking and acting that underpin museology and 
contemporary arts practice are, of course, at the core of their respective 
strengths as disciplines. However, they also provide one of the primary 
challenges to collaborative practice. Therefore, the shared learning through 
case studies and central professional development, which is fundamental to 
New Expressions’ philosophy and methodology, will continue to be vital, both 
in terms of practice and efficiency. 
 
Whilst the six New Expressions 3 case study projects recorded a good 
proportion of first-time visitors to the particular museums and properties in 
question, only a minority of these first-timers were motivated to visit by the 
contemporary artwork.  
 
On the positive side, the current evaluation clearly shows that contemporary 
art commissions are a strong driver of repeat visits. With little difference 
recorded in the findings from case study projects with free entry and those 
that charged for entrance, this is an important finding for a sector in search of 
ways to generate sustainable income. 
 
In demographic terms, the predominance of older age groups means that the 
New Expressions audience more closely resembles museum audiences than 
contemporary art audiences.  However, a comparative survey carried out at 
the Horniman Museum in London, using the same methodology, does not 
follow this wider New Expressions trend. The need to attract younger age 
groups more widely throughout the collaborative network, also identified as 
an issue in New Expressions 2, remains a challenge and requires further work 
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to understand and address. This is a further example of the benefits of 
sharing strategies for success across professional networks. 
 
Audience survey results showed a healthy proportion of core museum and 
National Trust audiences encountering high quality art during New 
Expressions 3 Live Season, but also showed that a strong crossover audience 
with contemporary art (albeit loosely defined) already exists. However, more 
than a third of core audiences were experiencing contemporary art for the 
first time, so the strategy of developing contemporary art commissions in 
historic environments is an effective one in terms of developing new 
audiences, provided the experience for these audiences can be got right. 
 
Together, the New Expressions 3 commissions delivered a wide range of 
participatory opportunities for local communities and visitors. Models of 
participation covered a broad spectrum, from socially engaged art practice 
itself, through working with communities to develop source material, to more 
conventional, parallel activities inspired by the artists’ work. Most participants 
said that the experience was different to things they had done before and 
that they had felt themselves to be directly involved in the creation of work. 
Working creatively with people and communities was an important area of 
development for a significant minority of the artists. For several this was a 
new process and became part of their creative practice for the first time. 
 
In a minority of cases, the distinction between socially-engaged art practice 
and gallery learning was not fully understood by some museum partner staff, 
giving rise to tensions. At the same time, many of the New Expressions 3 
projects engaged participants in the realization of new artworks in 
increasingly sophisticated, bold and exciting ways. 
 
There is still some work to be done in building museums’ and artists’ 
understanding of the wider range of possibilities for working with 
communities. Significantly in this regard, New Expressions has accumulated a 
good range of real-life examples of successful, high quality work. In order to 
build sector knowledge and to ensure the continued evolution of this field of 
practice, New Expressions’ experience has been thoroughly documented and 
should be shared. 
 
New Expressions has been unusual in its ongoing commitment to embedding 
direct evaluation of the impact of contemporary art commissions on visitor 
experience. Our evidence shows that encountering contemporary art in 
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museums and historic places enables visitors to make new and surprising 
connections with context. Moreover, it demonstrates that such encounters 
unlock a sense of adventure and challenge for many visitors. To a lesser, but 
not insignificant, degree, they prompt new ideas and emotions and 
sometimes transform thinking. There is scope to build on this aspect of 
impact, particularly with regard to first-time visitors. There is also scope to 
explore the degree to which audience expectations vary, or are ‘scripted’ in 
advance, according to the type of venue visited and the visitor’s prior cultural 
experience. 
 
All participating museums and artists believed that taking part in a national 
initiative, with a central programme of support, peer-to-peer events and field 
visits, added greater value to their work than they could have achieved by 
working alone. In the context of an emerging national agenda for talent 
development, this is a well-tested model. 
 
The introduction of a new mechanism, the New Opportunities Award (NOA), 
to enable artists to initiate their own collaborations with museums, was a 
major and welcome step-change, underlining the strategic importance of New 
Expressions 3’s new relationship with the Contemporary Visual Arts Network 
(CVAN). The methodology developed for the application and selection 
process, which enabled each of the three participating regions to work in a 
consistent fashion, was exemplary.  
 
Whilst most of the NOA projects were successful, some significantly so, a 
number encountered challenges around a lack of sense of ownership of the 
collaboration on the museum side. This was a particular problem in the case 
of museums with tiny staff teams and those that are volunteer-run. Given the 
critical importance of enabling artists to initiate their own partnerships, and 
supporting those with the greatest potential to come to fruition, future 
initiatives should consider developing the NOA model further to promote 
equitable project ownership between the collaborators. This was the intention 
for NOA, and it was a condition of eligibility that all applications were jointly 
signed off by both artist and museum. However, in the event, the resources 
available within some museums during New Expressions 3 did not match this 
intention. The relatively small resource available to support the NOA partners 
in the regions contributed to a delay in identifying this problem in time to 
address it appropriately. This is an important learning point for future 
development of successors to the NOA scheme.   
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The vast majority of both artists and museums felt that the benefits of taking 
part in a national initiative had outweighed the cost. Given the cost of taking 
part, in time and travel, as well as in terms of substantial monitoring and 
evaluation obligations, this is one of the clearest indicators yet of the 
continuing value of the programme and its central team model to the cultural 
sector. 

Claire Gulliver 
Programme Evaluator, New Expressions 3 
May 2016 
 
Contextual notes 

1. Supporting documents and research outcomes 

This Executive Summary provides a synopsis of the full final evaluation 
report; an in-depth analysis of New Expressions 3 (>pp100, forthcoming, 
2016) 

The final evaluation report underpins the following works, all published on the 
New Expressions website: 

Sharing the Impact of New Expressions 3 (New Expressions, March 2016) 

A collection of six case studies for peer learning, by the Programme Evaluator 
(April 2016): 

• Delivering socially-engaged collaboration in a small town: Nancy J 
Clemance and Bridport Museum 

• Unlocking the story of a mill-working community: David Bridges and 
Leeds Industrial Museum at Armley Mills 

• Commissioning Contemporary Art in historic buildings: Upton House 
and Gardens and Yelena Popova 

• Intervening in the fabric of a historic building: Tim Shore and The 
Workhouse, Southwell 

• Connecting collections and places across a rural area: Cumbria 
Museum Consortium and Uta Kögelsberger 

• Commissioning a one-off outdoor public event: Plymouth City Museum 
and Art Gallery and Keith Harrison (forthcoming, 2016) 

New Expressions: Unlocking the creative potential of collections 2008-2016 
(New Expressions, forthcoming 2016) 
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2. Website and professional resources 

Throughout both New Expressions 2 and New Expressions 3, the 
programme’s Web Editor and central team regularly updated and expanded 
the content of www.newexpressions.org, a bespoke website for partners and 
the wider community of professional interest. The website previewed creative 
collaborations and promoted the 2015 New Expressions Live Season. 

Following the Live Season, with investment from Arts Council England’s 
Museum Resilience Fund, the central team developed a new section of the 
website, Professional Resources. Created as part of the New Expressions 
legacy, this online resource bank includes the case studies collection, a set of 
three films, downloadable resources, useful tips, recommendations and links. 

http://www.newexpressions.org/Professional-Resources/ 

3. Closing Board position, 25 May 2016 

New Expressions 3 was driven by a dedicated core group of Board members. 
This core group gelled to the extent that it is committed to continue to work 
together. With new members refreshing and expanding the range of 
organisations represented from May 2016, the Board is currently working to 
develop a national event, to be hosted in London by the Horniman Museum, 
to celebrate New Expressions’ achievements and to explore how the 
programme’s legacy can best be taken forward. 

4. New Expressions 3 central team 

Nicola Moyle, Chair, Board, New Expressions, Plymouth City Council  
Judith Robinson, Programme Manager, Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery 
on behalf of the Board  
Susie O’Reilly, Programme Director and Critical Friend to the Board 
(Independent)  
Claire Gulliver, Programme Evaluator, Web content and Web Editor 
(Independent)  

 


